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Got a burning question? Why not ask the locals!
Simply ask your question below

johindson  rating details Jan 27, 2012

Unranked Streets in Redlynch 

Ellestree Cl
"Hard to believe you are so close to everything."

Lillipilli St
"Quiet with close access to schools"

Michaelangelo Dr
"Michaelangelo Drive - The Gateway for Family
Living!"

Lomatia Cl
"Family Heaven"

What do you want to know? Ask question
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RECOMMENDED FOR
Professionals
Singles
Families with kids
Retirees
Tourists
Gay & Lesbian
Country Lovers
Trendy & Stylish

"Australia's Uganda!"
Breathtaking! Absolutely stunning scenery and what city has such magnificent mountains with in 15 mins
drive here in Australia! I would travel an hour to Springbrook National park or Mt Tambourine whilst living
on the Gold Coast and The Blue Mountains from Sydney are an hour.Their is a lot of positive to be said for
Cairns with areas such as Redlynch being apart of it! My partner and I are relocating their from a very
brown Townsville! can not wait! plenty of running paths for me and creeks for my partner water holes
views and yet so close to the city with very little traffic (once you have lived in Perth,Sydney,the Gold Coast
and Brisbane this city is a breath of fresh air! when it comes to traffic.Outdoor 50 metre pool 10 minutes
away! Woolworths and shops close by,the smell of clean air.A very special find indeed.

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.

HelpfulHelpful CommentComment FollowFollow  Share Share

"Too far out - but a nice place to visit"

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.

crissy2  rating details Aug 17, 2010
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TheBase  rating details Aug 04, 2010

Popular Questions in Far North

Unanswered Questions in Far
North

"Family Heaven"

What are the best Port Douglas
restaurants for kids?

6
ANSWERS

What is the crime rate in Cairns? 4
ANSWERS

My family and I are wanting to live in
Port Douglas, are there opportunities
there?

3
ANSWERS

What are mozzies like in the valley? 1
ANSWER

Why is it not great for cost of living? 1
ANSWER

Hello, just wondering if the current
owners are renting out the property to
camp on?

0
ANSWERS

where a family fron melbourne want to
relocate to port douglas

0
ANSWERS

Is clifton beach area family friendly,
what are the highs/lows etc? thanks

0
ANSWERS

Where and how do I get started? 0
ANSWERS

What is it ike living in Cardwell? What
is the social makeup?

0
ANSWERS
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RECOMMENDED FOR
Families with kids

"A little out of the way"

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.
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RECOMMENDED FOR
Families with kids

"good place close to schools good parks ok mobile reciption although
telstra 2g only 1 bar of signal"
great place

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.

valley4estate  rating details Mar 29, 2010
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"Redlynch Valley - Should Be Heritage Listed!"
The suburb of Redlynch incorporating Redlynch Valley is arguably the best area to be a kid! With the
constantly flowing Freshwater Creek providing canoeing adventures, Crystal Cascades for waterfalls and
rockpools for swimming it is a haven for those who enjoy the outdoors. 

Plenty of challenging bushwalking tracks await the brave and secret swimming holes only known by locals
are bonus attractions but I'm not going to tell you where! 

As a local living real estate agent I may be biased :) but this is million dollar property down the Valley -

GaryHolloway  rating details Jan 31, 2010
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RECOMMENDED FOR
Families with kids

without that price tag. If you want to live somewhere with the family and be in an active community and
still live in Cairns but not FEEL like you live in Cairns then check the Valley out! 

"But it's a long drive to get there....." It just gives you more time to appreciate the rural aspect still
prevailing down the Valley so when you get home all the stress is blown away. 

And when the sun goes down over the mountain...... "Dragon Mountain" as my daughter calls it.... the
locals come out and have a beer with their neighbours in the street........ kids will ride their bikes or
scooters in the street and you know that they are safe.......... the sound of a mower or two reverberates
along the street and the Valley breeze kicks in under the shadow of the mountain.... and you accidentally
leave the garage door up all night but no-one has stolen anything............. 

Ah yes, there is nowhere else in FNQ I'd rather be...........!

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.
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RECOMMENDED FOR
Professionals
Families with kids

"Great Place to Raise a Family"
Redlynch is situated 15kms North West of Cairns and has a population of approx 7,000 and is rapidly
growing. It is a 10min drive North to the Beaches, 10mins South to the Cairns Airport and 15mins to the
City Centre. It has a large shopping centre and is perfect for families with private and state schools in the
immediate area.

The opinions expressed within this review are those of the individual reviewer and not those of Homely.com.au.
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